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Abstract: Interconnected data or, in particular, graph structures are a valuable source of information.
Gaining insights and knowledge from graph structures is applied throughout a wide range of
application areas, for which efficient tools are desired. In this work we present an open source Java
graph transformation framework. The framework provides a simple fluent Application Programming
Interface (API) to transform a provided graph structure to a desired target format and, in turn, allow
further analysis. First, we provide an overview on the architecture of the framework and its core
components. Second, we provide an illustrative example which shows how to use the framework’s
core API for transforming and verifying graph structures. Next to that, we present an instantiation
of the framework in the context of analyzing the third-party dependencies amongst open source
libraries on the Android platform. The example scenario provides insights on a typical scenario in
which the graph transformation framework is applied to efficiently process complex graph structures.
The framework is open-source and actively developed, and we further provide information on how
to obtain it from its official GitHub page.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the significance of network analysis and graph structures has grown
substantially in both academia and industry. This is because they offer the capability to
represent and analyze massive amounts of interconnected data. In this way, it is possible
to gain valuable insights across a broad spectrum in the area of application domains,
including but not limited to planning, vulnerability analysis, social networks, modeling,
and also gene expression, protein interactions, Web graph structure, Internet traffic analysis,
and disease spread through contact networks [1–7]. For example, Jo et al. [8] used graph
representations for the visualization of online bibliographic datasets, together with an
interactive interface for performing visual exploration of the information network, to get
an in-depth analysis of, for example, understanding the history and flow of research, its
current status, and ongoing trends. Ureña et al. [9] proposed a completely different use-case
for utilizing graphs allowing to model the relationships and the history of reputations such
as likes of social media users as a source of trustworthiness. The growth of network theory
is driven by its cross-disciplinary significance and it serves as a crucial tool in a systematic
method of understanding complex systems. To meet the growing demand for efficient
graph analysis tools, several libraries have been proposed that offer a comprehensive and
user-friendly approach for defining, representing, and analyzing graph structures [10–13].

Creating a strong, efficient, and versatile graph library is a challenging process with
numerous design decisions and performance compromises. While existing libraries pri-
marily focus on the representation and analysis of graph structures, we introduce the
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Graph Transformation Framework (GTF), an open-source Java library that offers the means
to separate graph representation and analysis. This article outlines the design of GTF,
discussing key considerations and showcasing its key features and supported algorithms.
GTF provides a simple Java-based API to define and represent a graph, and also includes a
mechanism to transform the graph structure to an arbitrary output format, allowing for
subsequent analysis and verifying its consistency. This makes GTF suitable for scenarios
where an input network structure needs to be transformed into a desired target structure.

GTF does not replace existing contributions for graph and network processing in
Java, but rather complements them [10–13]. It can be seamlessly integrated into existing
workflows for graph and network analysis, providing users with an additional tool for
transforming and verifying graph structures. In summary, this paper makes the follow-
ing contributions:

• An open source framework for the definition, transformation and verification of
graph structures. The framework is hosted on GitHub, including a wide variety of
examples and possible application domains (https://github.com/FHOOEAIST/GTF)
(accessed on 3 April 2023).

• An instantiation of the framework to show how it can be applied in a study of the li-
brary dependencies in Android open source applications, for which we provide a repli-
cation package available under (https://zenodo.org/record/6077478) (accessed on
3 April 2023).

2. Related Work

Representing and analyzing network structures has seen an upsurge in recent years.
As a result, several software libraries have been proposed to define, analyze, and visualize
graph structures. Such libraries are deployed among a wide range of different application
and research domains, e.g., malware detection [2], software performance analysis [3], and
social networking and navigation [9]. With GTF we contributed a software package in
Java to aid developers in academia and industry alike to define, represent, and transform
typed graph structures. Our approach shares some design considerations with JGraph-T [10].
A library offers efficient and generic graph structures, together with a collection of graph-
based algorithms. The library is implemented in Java, which, due to its object-oriented
nature, allows JGraph-T to model edges and vertices as arbitrary objects. It was first
introduced in 2003 and has since been updated and extended regularly. However, GTF
has a different focus, as JGraph-T offers a wide range of algorithms towards analyzing a
network structure. In contrast to that, in our library GTF, the primary goal lies in graph
definition and its subsequent transformation to a desired output format. Besides JGraph-T,
the Java ecosystem is very limited when it comes to graph libraries and software packages.
Since Michail et al. [10] first stated these circumstances, not much has changed. The list of
graph packages for the Java platform remains limited, with the exception of JGraph-T [10],
Google Guava [11], JUNG [12], and JgraphX [13].

While Google Guava [11] is mainly a set of core libraries for Java with a focus on
additional collection types and utility functionality for concurreny, I/O hashing, and more,
it also contains a basic module for graph-structured data. It supports three structural types
that are not compatible with each other: simple graphs with arbitrary values in the nodes,
value-graphs with values in nodes and edges, and networks picking up the features of a
value-graph which are also allowed to have parallel edges. The graph module does not
provide any functionality for I/O or visualization.

The Java Universal Network/Graph Framework (JUNG) [12] offers a unified and cus-
tomizable framework for modeling, analyzing, and visualizing data that can be depicted as
a graph or network. Its architecture allows us to support a high variety for graph-structured
data, and also supports multi-modal graphs, multi-edge graphs, and hypergraphs. In addi-
tion to structural variety, it also supports many algorithms from the field of graph theory,
data mining, and social network analysis, including, for example, processes for clustering,
decomposition, and optimization. The most recent version of the JUNG framework 2.1.1

https://github.com/FHOOEAIST/GTF
https://zenodo.org/record/6077478
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was published in September 2016. Even if there is no official announcement, this indicates
that the framework has reached the end of its life.

JgraphX [13] is a graph library that focuses on the visualization of graphs. It is mainly
used for visualization and interaction with node-edge graphs. It provides a wide range of
features for visualizing and editing graphs, including layout algorithms, drag-and-drop
support, and customizable styles. The framework has been developed for multiple years,
but reached its end of life at the end of 2020, and thus active development and maintenance
was stopped.

The NetworkX [14] python package offers capabilities to explore and analyze network
structures. Next to the basic data structures for representing networks, NetworkX offers a
wide range of graph algorithms. For ease of exchange, NetworkX supports reading and
writing various graph formats with existing data.

NetworKit [15] is a software package written in C++ with python bindings for the
comprehensive structural analysis of massive complex networks. NetworKit shares a
modular software architecture to aid code reuse and extensibility, and therefore allows to
efficiently contribute new functionality to the library. NetworKit is constantly extended
with new functionality and algorithms which allow for exploring and characterizing large
network data sets [15].

Two more software packages, implemented in C++ and well-known for their efficiency,
are LEDA [16] and the Boost Graph Library [17]. Both libraries provide implementations of
a generic graph data structure together with a set of basic graph algorithms.

The Stanford Network Analysis Platform (SNAP) [18] is described as a general purpose,
high performance system for analysis and manipulation of large networks. The authors
further describe SNAP as capable of handling hundreds of millions of vertices and edges.
Furthermore, SNAP provides over 140 graph algorithms for network analysis.

The igraph [19] software package offers a wide range of tools for network science.
The package is characterized by its capabilities to handle large graphs with millions of
vertices efficiently. Furthermore, it provides functionality to create, manipulate, and visual-
ize networks.

A lightweight graph processing framework specific for multicore architectures, LIGRA,
was presented by Shun and Blelloch [20]. LIGRA defines a set of operations that efficiently
create graph traversal algorithms, which makes it particularly useful for algorithms that
operate on sub-graphs.

Gunrock [21] is a framework for graph-processing which is specifically designed to
run on the GPU. The framework offers a high-level programming model to reduce GPU
programming knowledge when used.

Visualizing complex networks and graph structures is often a crucial step to gain
insights on the distribution of nodes and edges of a graph structure. Throughout the years
with GraphViz [22], Gephi [23], Cytoscape [24], and the Graph Visualisation Toolkit [25],
several approaches have been described that allow for visual inspection of complex net-
works, even for cases where the network is considered to be large (e.g., >20,000 nodes [23]).
Features of these available approaches cover visualization, filtering, manipulating or lay-
outing networks of different structures, size, and complexity.

GraphViz [22] may be one of the most well-known open source software suites when
it comes to visualizing networks or hierarchical data. As described by Ellson et al. [22], it
is often the weapon of choice when preparing graph visualizations that are included in
papers. GraphViz offers a wide variety of algorithms and tools to visualize graphs.

Gephi [23] is an open source software for exploring and manipulating networks and
is specialized at visualizing and manipulating large networks. Using a 3D-engine, Gephi
allows for rendering large networks in real time. With a wide range of layout algorithms, it
allows for exploring dynamic networks.

Graphia [26] is an open source visual analytics applications written in C++ with a
focus on large, connected datasets. Comparable to other solutions, such as Gephi, it is
intended for exploring and filtering graphs using an out-of-the-box application.
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Finally, with Cytoscape [24] and the Graph visualization toolkit [25], there are software
suites that allow for visualizing complex network structures independent of the type of
data or domain.

In contrast to the existing work, our GTF approach is primarily designed to offer
an unobtrusive and intuitive way in network structure representation. Once a particular
network structure is defined, GTF offers an easy and extensible API to further process the
network to a desired output representation. At the time of writing, GTF itself does not
support any form of visualization of network structures. This is due to the fact that we
believe that there is already very good software and tools available for this purpose, with the
related work in this paper outlining a variety of visualization approaches. Furthermore, we
believe that the GTF could be used in combination with the approaches listed above, where
a defined graph structure is to be preprocessed and transformed to a desired output format
which is supported by either one of the described tools and approaches.

3. The Graph Transformation Framework

In this section we present the Graph Transformation Framework [27] and describe
its basic features, which include an API for (1) the definition of graph structures, (2) the
specification of rules to transform a graph structure to a desired output format, and (3) the
definition of constraints to ensure consistency in relation to a graph transformation. These
modules and their interaction are shown in Figure 1.

uses

Transformation Definition

uses

Verification

verifiestransforms

PropertyVerificator<I>

+ getInvalidProperties(I) : PVR

Graph<V, E>
<<interface>>

+ getVertices() : Set<Vertex<V, E>>

+ getEdges() : Set<Edge<V, E>>

+ getGraphState() : GraphStateAccessor<V, E>

Transformer<I, O>

+ applyTransformation(in: I): O

Figure 1. High level overview showing the interaction of the main modules for Graph Definition,
Transformation, and Verification based on the corresponding classes.

3.1. Graph Definition

In this work, we rely on a basic graph definition, where a graph G consists of a set of
vertices V and a set of edges E, which allows for defining a graph as G = (V, E). In addition,
an edge consists of a source and a target vertex, which allows for deriving the two functions
s, t : E → V from it. This formal graph definition builds the foundation for a set of core
interfaces defined in GTF and shown in Figure 2. We differentiate between three concepts:
1 The graph, with vertices, edges and its traversal strategy, shown in blue. 2 A graph

state, which holds the internal state, shown in green. 3 A builder concept, to create a new
graph, shown in yellow.

The most central component is the generic Graph 1 interface. This interface is used
to represent a graph-based object structure. Furthermore, a Graph provides the required
means to interact with its components, the vertices, and edges. To access and manage these
components a GraphStateAccessor 2 was used, which represents a read-only view of
the state of a graph. Depending on the implementation, this state is either represented as
an adjacency matrix or any other means to efficiently store vertices and associated edges.
In the context of the GraphStateAccessor, there is another extension of this interface called
GraphState, which not only allows to read the vertices and edges of a graph, but also gives
the possibility of manipulating the graph by adding or removing parts. Every vertex and
edge in the GTF is used as a container and is decorated by another element. These elements
contain the actual information of the graph.

Since the basic GraphStateAccessor represents a read-only view of the graph, GTF
provides a builder pattern API 3 to create the graph, but is not limited to this way of
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creation. For this reason, the GraphBuilder interface allows creating vertices and edges
via method chaining with “addVertex”, “from”, and “to” definitions that are delegated to
specialized vertex and edge builders called VertexWithBuilder and EdgeBuilder.

Based on these concepts, we were able to create a weighted, directed graph structure.
The structure also supports creating self-referencing vertices. Multiple edges between two
nodes are not yet supported. All these limitations are given for the current implementation,
and based on the concept it is possible to implement other Builders and GraphStates that
allow for different graphs to be represented. The example shown in Listing 1 shows how
the API can be used to create a graph representation. In this example, a graph of persons is
built, with relations between them.

Extends

Use Use

Use
Use

Use

Use

co
ns

is
ts

O
f

holds

1 2 3

Use

Use

EdgeWithBuilder<V, E>
<<interface>>

+ with(Consumer<Edge>) : GraphBuilder<V, E>

EdgeBuilder<V, E>
<<interface>>

+ to (V) : GraphBuilder<V, E>

+ to (Object) : GraphBuilder<V, E>

+ toData(V): EdgeDataBuilder<V, E>

+ toData(Object) : EdgeDataBuilder<V, E>

+ toWith(V) : EdgeWithBuilder<V, E>

+ toWith(Object) EdgeWithBuilder<V, E>

Edge<V, E>
<<interface>>

+ getElement() : E

+ getSource() : Vertex<V, E>

+ getTarget() : Vertex<V, E>

+ getWeight() : double

+ setWeight(weight: double) : void

EdgeDataBuilder<V, E>
<<interface>>

+ data(E) : GraphBuilder<V, E>

+ dataWith(E) : EdgeWith-
      Builder<V, E>

VertexWithBuilder<V, E>
<<interface>>

+ with(Consumer<Vertex<V, E>>) :
      GraphBuilder<V, E>

Vertex<V, E>
<<interface>>

+ getElement() : V

+ getAdjacentVertices() : Set<Vertex<V,E>>

+ getEdges() : Set<Edge<V,E>>

+ getIncomingEdges() : Set<Edge<V, E>>

+ getOutgoingEdges(): Set<Edge<V, E>>

Graph<V, E>
<<interface>>

+ getVertices() : Set<Vertex<V, E>>

+ getEdges() : Set<Edge<V, E>>

+ getGraphState() : GraphStateAccessor<V, E>

+ setTraversalStrategy(TraversalStrategy<V,E>) : void

GraphStateAccessor<V, E>
<<interface>>

+ getVertices(): Set<Vertex<V, E>>

+ getEdges(Vertex<V, E>): Set<Edge<V, E>>

+ getSource(Edge<V, E>): Vertex<V, E>

+ getTarget(Edge<V, E>): Vertex<V, E>

+ toGraphStateCopy() : GraphState<V, E>

Visitor<T>
<<interface>>

+ visit(T) : void

TraversalStrategy<V, E>
<<interface>>

+ traverse(Visitor<V>) : void

+ traverse(Visitor<V>, Visitor<E>): void

GraphState<V, E>
<<interface>>

+ addVertex(Vertex<V, E>) : Vertex

+ addEdge(Vertex<V, E>, Vertex<V, E>, 
                   Edge <V, E>) : Edge

GraphBuilder<V, E>
<<interface>>

+ getOrAddVertex(V) : Vertex<V, E>

+ getOrAddVertexWith(T) : VertexWithBuilder<V, E>

+ from(T) : EdgeBuilder<V, E>

+ from(key: Object) : EdgeBuilder<V, E>

+ toGraph() : Graph<V, E>

+ getGraphState() : GraphStateAccessor<V, E>

Figure 2. The core interfaces of the GTF with Graph as a central component, consisting of a
GraphStateAccessor, which is responsible for a graph’s components with Edge and Vertex ob-
jects. While the accessor represents a read-only view of the graph, it is extended by the write-able
variant GraphState. Next to the actual graph-related domain interfaces, GTF provides multiple
builder concepts to create a graph from scratch using given objects, which should be decorated.

3.2. Graph Transformation

Once a graph instance is defined, the framework provides an API to transform the
input graph into a desired output. The format or type of the output, however, is not
predetermined. To achieve this, GTF introduces two fundamental concepts; a Transformer
and a Renderer, which are depicted in Figure 3.

Use

Extends Use

Renderer<R, E, C, I>

+ renderElement(container: C, currentElem: I) : R

+ createElement() : E

+ mapProperties(elem: E, container: C, currentElem: I): E

Transformer<I, O>

+ applyTransformation(in: I): O

ConditionalRenderer RendererCondition<T>

+ createCondition() : Predicate<T>

Figure 3. The base transformation classes, consisting of a Transformer, which is responsible for
base level transformation, and a TransformationRenderer, which renders single elements in the
transformation process. Additionally, a ConditionalRenderer and its RendererCondition is shown,
which is used to process different elements in the transformation.
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Listing 1. Example of how a graph can be generated using the methods from the GTF.

1 var graph = GraphBuilderImpl.<String , String >create ()
2 .from("Markus").toData("Max")
3 .data("is_father")
4 .from("Marianne").toData("Max")
5 .data("is_mother")
6 .from("Max").toData("Erika")
7 .data("are_married")
8 .from("Erika").toData("John")
9 .data("work_together")

10 .from("John").toData("Richard")
11 .data("are_friends")
12 .from("Max").toData("Richard")
13 .data("are_best_friends")
14 .toGraph ();

3.2.1. Transformer

Specifying a transformation from a source graph structure requires defining transfor-
mation rules. We define that as a function t which transforms a graph G into a target model
T, expressed in t : G(V, E) → T. One thing that has to be highlighted here is that the target
model can be of any structure and does not need to be a graph again. Like this, it is possible
to transform the graph, for example, to a textual representation. In GTF, such transforma-
tion rules are combined using a Transformer. GTF provides several Transformers out of the
box, e.g., the GraphVizTransformer which enables transformations from a GTF defined graph
structure to the .dot-format. The Transformer is further responsible to traverse the source
graph structure and apply the available transformation rules on a per-element basis.

3.2.2. Renderer

For each single element traversed, a Renderer is used to transform it from its source
representation to the desired target representation. Henceforth, a Renderer is responsible
for rendering a single element as part of the whole transformation process. Given a graph
structure as the source input for the transformation process, a Renderer is responsible to
transform a single Vertex or Edge from that particular graph instance. A Transfomer usually
contains a series of Renderer implementations which provide three consecutive steps that are
executed during the transformation. First, a Renderer is responsible for creating the desired
target element representation of the current source element it is being applied to. This is
achieved using the createElement method depicted in Figure 3. Second, the values and
the desired properties are mapped from the source element to the target element using the
mapProperties method. Finally, the renderElement method combines those two together
and creates the final result. To allow for processing of different types of source elements,
a special renderer the ConditionalRenderer qA introduced, which decides based on a
condition using RendererCondition instances if a specific element should be processed by
a particular Renderer or not.

3.2.3. Illustrative Example

Given the provided abstract description of the two fundamental concepts for trans-
forming a graph structure, we further provided an illustrative example that shows the
interplay between the described components and further shed light on how the transfor-
mation is applied. The example shows how the graph structure defined in Listing 1 is
transformed to a GraphViz representation for visualization. The initial step is to create a
transformer, and Algorithm 1 shows the individual steps.
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Algorithm 1: Specifying a Transformer for a graph to GraphViz transformation.
input : renderer—the element renderer
input : d f s—the graph traversal strategy
output : result—the transformed result

1 transformer = g →
2 g.setTraversalStrategy(dfs);
3 result +="digraph G {";
4 g.traverse (
5 v → {},
6 e → result += renderer.renderElement(g,e));

7 result +="}";
8 return result;

A Transformer requires a traversal strategy for processing the underlying source
graph structure. Furthermore, creating a Transformer requires specifying which elements
of the graph should be traversed. GTF allows both—a transformer which operates on
vertices or on edges. For the transformer in Algorithm 1 we only defined an edge-based
traversal which allows for an efficient transformation into valid GraphViz .dot-file state-
ments. The responsibility for the actual transformation of an edge to the desired target
element, however, lies within a Renderer. Algorithm 2 shows the implementation of
the mapProperties method, which maps an edge from a traversed graph to its string
representation in the GraphViz .dot-file format.

Algorithm 2: Mapping properties from source to target element for simple graph
to GraphViz transformation.

1 mapProperties(g: Graph, r: Str, e: Edge): Str
2 return ( r +=
3 e.getSource().getElement() + "→" +
4 e.getTarget().getElement() +
5 "[label=" + e.getElement() + "];" );

For the case at hand, the mapping is a simple graph to text transformation. However,
advanced transformation scenarios, e.g., graph to model transformations, are also possible.
Once the Transformer and the Renderer are defined, graph instances, e.g., the sample
graph from Listing 1, can be transformed to a GraphViz representation which results in the
rendered graph visualization in Figure 4.

Erika Johnwork_together

Richard

are_friends

Max

are_married
are_best_friends

Markus is_father

Marianne

is_mother

Figure 4. The rendered GraphViz representation that was created with Algorithms 1 and 2 from the
graph created in Listing 1. Rendered with https://dreampuf.github.io/GraphvizOnline (accessed on
3 April 2023).

3.3. Graph Verification

A crucial part in the GTF when transforming a source graph into a target representation
is to ensure that the input source satisfies all requirements to ensure the validity of the
resulting target output. Therefore, in the GTF, we provide a mechanism to verify if a source
input graph is syntactically sound according to given constraints [28]. We define a constraint
r that takes any input I and results in a boolean result, expressed as r : I → boolean.

https://dreampuf.github.io/GraphvizOnline/#digraph%20G%20%7B%0A%20%20%20%20%20rankdir%3DLR%3B%0A%20%20Erika-%3EJohn%5Blabel%3D%22work_together%22%5D%3B%0A%20%20John-%3ERichard%5Blabel%3D%22are_friends%22%5D%3B%0A%20%20Max-%3ERichard%5Blabel%3D%22are_best_friends%22%5D%3B%0A%20%20Max-%3EErika%5Blabel%3D%22are_married%22%5D%3B%0A%20%20Markus-%3EMax%5Blabel%3D%22is_father%22%5D%3B%0A%20%20Marianne-%3EMax%5Blabel%3D%22is_mother%22%5D%3B%0A%7D
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The verification v takes a set of these constraints rs and individually applies them with
the given input I, expressed as v(rs, I) : ∀r ∈ rs → r(I). This verification process is
loosened from the actual graph structure used in GTF to contribute a generally usable
method, as shown in Figure 5. To achieve this, a PropertyVerificator was used which
returns invalid properties in the form of a PropertyVerificatorResult for a given object
and its referenced child objects. Invalid properties are defined via constraints, which are
managed by a PropertyRestrictor object on either a class or field level. The traversal
of the underlying graph was done via a visitor pattern based on the AbstractVisitor
class, which is extended by different implementations which are built in descending order
from object down to field and primitive class level. Likewise, an object is disassembled
by its components and every part is visited and checked by the verification mechanism.
The different visitor implementations are managed by a ConstraintVisitorFactory class.

ObjectVisitor FieldsVisitor FieldVisitor

ArrayVisitor

IterableVisitor

PropertyVerificatorResult (PVR)

Calls Calls Calls

return

Uses

Calls

return

Uses

Creates

PropertyVerificator<I>

+ getInvalidProperties(I) : PVR

AbstractVisitor<T>

+ visit(T) : PVR

Implements

ConstraintVisitorFactory

+ createObjectVisitor() : ObjectVisitor

+ createIterableVisitor() : IterableVisitor

+ createFieldsVisitor : FieldsVisitor

+ createFieldVisitor() : FieldVisitor

+ createArrayVisitor() : ArrayVisitor

PropertyRestrictor

+ addIgnoredClassField (Field)

+ addIgnoredClass(Class)

+ addFieldConstraint (Field, Constraint)

+ addClassConstraint (Class, Constraint)

Figure 5. The syntactic verification process of the GTF is based on the PropertyVerificator that
results in a PropertyVerificatorResult and uses an ObjectVisitor to check given constraints
defined in the PropertyRestrictor class. An ObjectVisitor, in turn, uses a FieldsVisitor to
check its fields, where every individual field is again checked by a Fieldvisitor. Depending on the
type of the field, this visitor checks the defined constraints or repeats the process via a ObjectVisitor,
ArrayVisitor, or IterableVisitor for the referenced child objects.

4. Example Scenario

Within this section, an example scenario [29] used for the evaluation of the Graph
Transformation Framework is presented. This scenario is based on the graph-based rep-
resentation of the library dependencies of open source Android applications within the
F-Droid repository. Next to the general description of the example scenario, this section
also states the process of crawling the data and building an analyzable dependency graph.

4.1. Library Dependencies in Android

This scenario focuses on analyzing the dependencies amongst open source library
usage in Android. In particular, we applied the presented GTF to determine the most
used third-party libraries in Android open-source apps. We further provided the following
guiding questions which we aimed to answer by applying the presented GTF:

• GQ1: What are the most used non-platform third-party libraries in Android open source
applications? When implementing Android applications, developers usually base their
implementations on a selection of third-party APIs for particular purposes. This
question aims to shed light on how developers design their applications through the
use of well-established libraries and APIs.

• GQ2: Are there any conflicting dependencies according to the version in the given project?
Conflicting library versions can lead to significant problems at runtime of an applica-
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tion. An application may further encounter undesired behavior or even threats to its
security if it depends on multiple versions of the same library at the same time.

4.2. Studied Sample

Free and Open Source Android App Repository (F-Droid (https://f-droid.org) (ac-
cessed on 3 April 2023) ) is a public repository that hosts thousands of open source Android
projects. It provides an open API endpoint (https://f-droid.org/repo/index-v1.jar (ac-
cessed on 9 August 2021)) with an index file listing all hosted projects, which in turn
contains various meta information according to these projects as e.g., the source repository.
Using these data, we are able to get further project insights by crawling the individual
repositories and likewise are able to determine the individual project’s dependencies. Based
on this analysis, we can in turn retrieve the transitive dependencies. Summarizing all this
information allows us to create a transitive dependency graph of projects hosted on F-Droid.

Due to the heterogeneous project structures, we limited the selected projects based on
the following three constraints: (1) We only used GitHub (https://github.com/ (accessed
on 3 April 2023)) as a source for projects as it offers an open API to list all project files and
to download specific ones using its Universal Resource Identifier (URI), (2) we restricted
the build tool to the Android Studio standard Gradle and for support projects containing
at least one .gradle file, and finally (3) we only included one version per project, which
was identified either by master or main as branch name. Considering these restrictions, we
were able to extract 15.074 version-unique dependencies for 1.722 of 2.632 projects, which
are hosted on GitHub, from a total of 3.470 F-Droid apps. This procedure is shown as step
(1) “Gradle Crawler” of the process in Figure 6.

F-Droid Meta  
Index

Gradle Crawler

Github

retrieve 
Gradle-files

Gradle Dependency 
Extractor

Gradle Files
Dependency 

list

Dependency 
Resolution

Aether

resolve 
dependencies

Dependency 
Trees

Case Study

build graph 
analysis

Graph

Analysis

list 
files

31 2 4

repo1.maven.org

maven.google.com

jcenter.bintry.com

Figure 6. The process of using Android projects from F-Droid to create a library dependency graph
and perform analysis on it. The image shows the various steps that are performed, with: (1) Crawling
the Gradle files from GitHub, (2) extracting dependencies from the Gradle files, (3) running a
dependency resolution to obtain transitive dependency information, and (4) creating and analyzing a
dependency graph.

4.3. Obtain Dependency Information

Building up on the retrieved files from the various GitHub-hosted projects as described
in Section 4.2 leads to two Gradle-related problems: (1) The actual Gradle build tool cannot
be used to retrieve a project’s dependency, since it requires the complete project to extract
this information. Additionally, (2) due to the high variety of the projects, not only was one
Android or one Gradle version used, but multiple ones were. This leads to the situation in
which all these software versions are required to build a dependency tree using Gradle for
the different F-Droid applications.

To overcome these issues, a parser was used to extract a project’s direct dependencies
based on the plain Gradle-files. For this, Gradle files are not distinguished according to
their locations in the project, but are used as one combined source of information for the
associated project to collect all dependencies. This is done by extracting the dependencies
with their versions using a pattern matching approach in a first step. Since placeholders

https://f-droid.org
https://f-droid.org/repo/index-v1.jar
https://github.com/
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for versions are a common approach in Gradle files, these placeholders were resolved and
replaced again using pattern-matching in a second step. This process is shown in Figure 6
as (2) “Gradle Dependency Extractor”.

Based on the extracted direct dependencies, the Eclipse Aether (https://projects.
eclipse.org/projects/technology.aether (accessed on 3 April 2023)) library can be used to
retrieve transitive dependency information. For this, Aether resolves a given Maven or
Gradle dependency and results into a dependency tree with all transitive dependencies.
Combining the information of direct and indirect dependencies allows for building up
a complete dependency tree for a given project, and is shown in step (3) “Dependency
Resolution” of Figure 6. These dependency trees are saved using the JSON exchange format
in the presented process. Analyzing the results of the Dependency Resolution points
out a problem with the dependencies “androidx.appcompat:appcompat:1.3.-beta01” and
“androidx.fragment:fragment-ktx:1.3.0-rc01”. Both dependencies have the same transitive
child dependency, namely “androidx.fragment:fragment:1.3.0-rc01”, whereas one time the
version was specified with a soft requirement of the version “1.3.0-rc01” and was specified
the other time with a hard requirement of the version “[1.3.0-rc01]” as defined for version
ranges in Maven (https://maven.apache.org/enforcer/enforcer-rules/versionRanges.html
(accessed on 3 April 2023)). Even if the same artifact is retrieved both times, a different
dependency tree was created for these scenarios. This problem has to be considered in the
creation of the dependency graph.

4.4. Build Graph Structure

Taking into account the structure of the resulting dependencies trees as described in
Section 4.3, a specialized graph structure was used. This graph structure contains two dif-
ferent types of elements decorating a vertex in the graph. These two types are ProjectNode
and DependencyNode. The first one contains project-related information that allow us to
uniquely identify the project on GitHub as the username of the project owner and the
corresponding repository name. The latter one defines the Maven coordinate of the artifact
using the groupId, the artifactId as well as the version. A dependency is uniquely
identified by the combination of the three individual ones, called the “artifactQualifier”.
The structure of these two types is shown in Figure 7.

Extends Extends

Node
<<interface>>

+ getKey() : String

ProjectNode

- userName : String

- repoName : String

DependencyNode

- groupdId : String

- artifactId : String

- version : String

- artifactQualifier : String

Figure 7. The domain class structure for the elements that are decorated in the graph. The base
interface Node defines a function to extract a key which identifies the Node in the graph. The two
derived classes ProjectNode and DependencyNode define the necessary domain data for a building
on a dependency graph.

As part of the final step of the presented process shown in Figure 6, the described
graph structure was used as a basis to create a dependency graph over all F-Droid projects
using the Graph Transformation Framework and used the dependency tree files from
step (3) Dependency Resolution as input. To achieve the graph creation, every crawled
project was represented as ProjectNode vertex. Starting from these root nodes, the graph
was extended by iterating the dependency trees in a recursive breadth first manner. If a
dependency with the same key is already contained in the graph, the used GraphBuilder
reuses the existing vertex, or otherwise a new vertex is created. Each DependencyNode is
also connected with its parent, a DependencyNode object for indirect project dependencies
and a ProjectNode for the direct dependencies. If a dependency, which is already part of
the graph, contains different transitive child dependencies, the existing branch is extended.
This allows to us overcome the dependency issues with hard and soft version constraints,

https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/technology.aether
https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/technology.aether
https://maven.apache.org/enforcer/enforcer-rules/versionRanges.html
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as described in Section 4.3. The process of creating the graph out of the dependency trees is
shown as Java-code in Listing 2.

Listing 2. makeGraph() function that defines on how to create the graph from the list of json depen-
dency files. addDependencies() function defines the recursion step to iterate through the dependency
tree and adds the nodes to the graph by utilizing graphBuilder functions.

1 Graph <Node ,Void > makeGraph(String [] f){
2 GraphBuilder <Node , Void > gb =
3 GraphBuilderImpl.create(Node:: getKey);
4

5 for (String file : f) {
6 var repo = loadFile(file);
7 var projectNode =
8 ProjectNode.from(repo);
9 gb.addVertex(projectNode);

10 addDep(gb, projectNode ,
11 repo.getDependencies ());
12 }
13

14 return gb.toGraph ();
15 }
16

17 void addDep(GraphBuilder <Node , Void > builder , Node parent ,
Collection <Dependency > dependencyList) {

18 if (dependencyList.isEmpty ()) return;
19 for (Dependency dep : dependencyList){
20 var node = DependencyNode.from(dep);
21 builder.from(parent).to(node);
22 addDep(builder , node ,
23 dep.getChildren ());
24 }
25 }

4.5. Analyze

The graph created with GTF allows us to execute different programmatic analysis as
the usage of individual dependencies over all projects. However, to get a first overview of
the graph, the programmatic representation is not that ideal. For this reason, we provided
an approach to transform the graph into any other representation, such as a visual one
based on GraphViz. Since the obtained dependency graph consists of thousands of nodes,
this visual representation is not ideal. As a consequence, GTF also provides the possibility
to extract a sub graph based on a given root node, which is a restricted, read-only view of
the original graph. In doing so, we are able to reconstruct the project’s dependency graph
(shown in Listing 3).

Based on these graph structures, we can answer different questions, such as “What are
the top ten transitive non-platform dependencies used by the crawled projects?” or “Are
there any conflicting dependencies according to the version in the given project?” which
we try to answer using transformation and verification approaches.

The Listing 4 allows us to generate a CSV-based representation which can be used to
answer GQ1 “What are the most used non-platform third-party libraries in Android open
source applications?”. The top ten non-platform dependencies of the crawled projects are
shown in Figure 8. The count of these dependencies also includes transitive occurrences,
where, for example, a project and one of its direct dependencies use a specific dependency.
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Listing 3. Java-code that creates a subgraph starting from a ProjectNode Vertex.

1 Vertex <Node , Void > projectNode = ...;
2

3 // Select vertices for the subgraph
4 var depVertices = new ArrayList <... >();
5 var stack = new ArrayDeque <... >();
6 stack.add(projectNode);
7 while (!stack.isEmpty ()) {
8 var node = stack.pop();
9 depVertices.add(node);

10 node.getOutgoingEdges ()
11 .stream ()
12 .map(Edge:: getTarget)
13 .forEach(stack ::push);
14 }
15

16 // Create a subgraph out of vertices
17 return depVertices.stream ().collect(GraphCollector.toSubGraph ());

Listing 4. Java-code that creates a human-readable dependency information for a provided graph
structure. It results in a list of key values where each key contains the dependency coordinates and
each value contains the number of occurrences.

1 Map <...> result = new HashMap <>();
2 graph.setVertexTraversalStrategy(new

DepthFirstSearchTraversalStrategy <>(graph));
3

4 // Iterate the graph and create a dependency map
5 graph.traverseVertices(v -> {
6 if (v.getElement () instanceof DependencyNode)
7 result.put(
8 v.getElement ().getKey (),
9 v.getIncomingEdges ()

10 .stream ()
11 .mapToDouble(Edge:: getWeight)
12 .sum()
13 );
14 });
15

16 return "Dependency;Count\n"+
17 result.entrySet ().stream ()
18 .sorted(Comparator.comparingInt(
19 Map.Entry :: getValue).reversed ())
20 .map(e -> e.getKey ()
21 + ";"
22 + e.getValue ()
23 )
24 .collect(Collectors.joining("\n"));

To answer the GQ2 “Are there any conflicting dependencies according to the version
in the given project?”, the verification module (shown in Listing 5) can be used by defining
a constraint for an automatic analysis. A randomly chosen project, namely, “antenna pod”,
showed that there are 65 dependencies that occur in at least two different versions in the
whole dependency graph.
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Listing 5. Java-code that shows the verification example, which finds dependencies with different
versions.

1 class DependencyConstraint implements Constraint <String > {
2 public static final ConstraintError DDCE = new ConstraintError("

DD");
3

4 Set <String > deps = new HashSet <>();
5

6 ConstraintError apply(String dependencyNode , Field field) {
7 if (!deps.add(dependencyNode))
8 return DDCE;
9 return ConstraintError.NoError;

10 }
11 }
12

13 var pr = new PropertyRestrictor(false);
14 pr.addFieldConstraint(DependencyNode.class , "artifactQualifier",

new DependencyConstraint ());
15

16 var pv = new GraphPropertyVerificator <Node , String >();
17 pv.setRestrictor(pr);
18

19 var stat = pv.getInvalidProperties(graph).createStatistic ();
20 return stat
21 .getConstraintViolators(DDCE)
22 .keySet ();
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Figure 8. The top ten transitive non-platform dependencies that were used inside the crawled projects
with the accumulated number of occurrences.

5. Discussion

Within the example scenario, we have shown one sample use case for the proposed
Graph Transformation Framework. This example is based on an analysis of around
15,000 nodes. Compared to other examples, such as the one presented by Cauteruc-
cio et al. [1] with 272,062 nodes or our previous publication on verifications using graph
databases [30] with 17,000,000 nodes, this is a relatively small number. While the frame-
work is based on loose interfaces that allow us to use, for example, any persistence layer,
the available implementations currently only support in-memory persistence. This leads
to limitations regarding the size of the analyzed graph. However, due to the presented
architecture, it is possible to extend the framework by additional implementations allowing
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alternative persistence strategies such as file or database persistence, which in turn allow
for overcoming this limitation.

Additionally, the framework is based on the graph definition G = (V, E), with the
edge definition as functions s, t : E → V. Sticking to this definition, our framework is only
intended for regular graphs, where edges connect two vertices. Similarly, the definition
of hypergraphs with edges that can connect more than two vertices or multi-edge graphs
with an arbitrary number of edges between the same two nodes are not possible.

One of the key advantages of our framework is its implementation of all graph
concepts through strictly defined interfaces, combined with loose composition between
individual components. This design enables the easy extension of the framework with new
graph concepts and algorithms without the need to modify the original code elements.

This design approach also promotes modularity and flexibility in the framework,
as it enables users to easily swap out individual components without disrupting the
entire system. Furthermore, the use of well-defined interfaces enhances the clarity and
readability of the codebase, making it easier for developers to understand and work with
the framework and to interweave it with other frameworks as shown on the example
of GraphViz.

By leveraging this design approach, our framework provides a powerful tool for graph
analysis and algorithm development that can adapt to evolving needs and requirements.
Users can easily incorporate new graph concepts and algorithms as they become available,
allowing them to stay at the forefront of research and innovation in the field.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented the Graph Transformation Framework, a framework for
the definition and subsequent transformation of graph and network structures. We further
shared insights on GTF’s architecture and how a graph structure consisting of vertices and
edges can be easily defined using the provided domain specific language. We see GTF not
as a supplement to existing approaches to graph analysis, but rather as a complement to
well established tools and workflows. We further present an example application of GTF to
analyze library dependencies in Android open source applications. For future work, we
seek to further improve GTF by including an additional domain specific language, which
would allow for defining queries on a graph structure more efficiently. GTF is actively
developed and maintained, is publicly available, and can be obtained from [27]. The doc-
umentation is hosted via GitHub pages (https://github.aist.science/GTF/ (accessed on
3 April 2023)).
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